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ARABIAN PHILATELIC ASSOCIATION
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

RANDOM NOTES NO. 7
12 July 1975

Here we are again with your favorite subject, the stamps of Saudi Arabia. Stamp issuing
policy is under continuing review in Riyadh, and some more news on this subject is included
below. Without more ado, here are the Notes for this issue.

For local members, many are still going on vacation without leaving the required new
issues deposit. You may find yourself left out of new issues. Also, please see Rudy Thoden and
pick up new issues if you have not done so.

1. Our address list was found to contain numerous errors.  We have reprinted it, and the
corrected version is attached. {Not in reprint wak}

2. The Arabian Philatelic Association has announced a stamp design contest. The purpose
is to provide suggestions for stamp designs to the Saudi Arab Government.  Rules for the contest
have been sent to all members.

3. The new Faisal stamps were issued July 6, 1975.  There were three denominations:

The 4p denomination is for airmail between Arab countries; 16p pays the airmail rate to the
United Kingdom; and 23p pays the airmail rate to the United States. This choice of denomina-
tions apparently resulted from a suggestion made by the APA to the Stamp Design Review
Committee that the overseas denominations be used in commemorative sets. In this way, the
stamps will be used on mail going outside the Kingdom and will thus advertise the Kingdom
and its accomplishments.

Other APA suggestions covered first-day covers and souvenir sheets. Our suggestion was
that these "be made available to collectors"; for the Faisal Issue, the authorities decided to limit
the quantities to 5,000 each, and to sell them as follows:

a. The items are sold as a package.  A folder describing the issue is included.
b. Only one "package" is to be sold to any one collector.
c. The collector has to appear in person and fill out a form signifying his intention to buy

and his receipt of the cover and souvenir sheet.
The postal authorities seem determined to keep dealers from hoarding or speculating in

Saudi Arabian stamps and for this reason have adopted these measures. Unfortunately, collec-
tors outside Saudi Arabia, especially those who depend on new issue dealers, will in most cases
be unable to obtain these items. The package was sold at face value: 23p + 16p + 4p and 40p for
the souvenir sheet, or SR 4.15 equivalent to US $1.20.

Center Inscriptions Quantity issued

4p brown dark green 1,500,000

16p olive green violet 1,000,000

23p purple dark green 500,000
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Interestingly, the authorities used the King's portrait even though they had previously an-
nounced that human subjects (and animal) would henceforth not appear on stamps.

4. The next stamp to be issued, about the first part of August, will be in honor of the recent
Conference of Islamic Ministers.

5. While in Riyadh recently, the Editor saw a drawing for a proposed design for a stamp
honoring the one-hundredth anniversary of the invention of the telephone.

6. On the recent "Blinds' Day" stamps, the braille carries an Arabic text, translated as follows:
"Knowledge is Light"

"Long live Faisal to whom thanks be given for lifting the
blind man from the darkness of blindness to the light of
knowledge so that he can provide himself through his own
efforts with a decent way of life".

7. Randall Baker says that at the auction of the National Philatelic Society, 45 Fleet Street,
London EC4Y 1BN on 11 August, there are two lots which may be of interest to APA members.
One of the lot numbers seems to be missing, so I'll quote the text of his letter - you can follow
up if you are interested: "Namely, 333 D. Warin's book at £15 and a 1922 Haworth and Sargent
at £4". Those of you who bought Warin's book through me at prices ranging from £4 to £6 over
the last few years apparently have a good item! There are no more, incidentally, where I used to
order mine - that source dried up a year or two ago. To those who don't know "The Postal Issues
of Hejaz, Jeddah, and Nejd" by D.F. Warin, 1927, it is an invaluable reference to the earlies,
beautifully printed and illustrated, and highly recommended. Only 350 were printed. The
Haworth and Sargent is a small pamphlet, and it is referred to in Warin; in my opinion, if you
own Warin, you probably don't really need the other one.

8. Dr. Randall Baker recently published two articles which may be of interest. The first:
"Hejaz Stamps and Lawrence of Arabia" was distributed with Random Notes No. 6. Attached
to these Notes is the other: "The Capture of al-Qunfudhah by Ibn Saud". Overseas members
didn't get the first one, I find, so they will find this one attached, also.

9. I have correspondence from Mr. Carl R. Catherman, Research Chairman for the Yemen
Philatelic Society. He gave me some interesting information about the Hodeidah cancellations
that we find on stamps of the 1934 Heir Apparent issue. He says: "The cancelling device was
removed to Mecca after the occupation (of the Tihama: ed.) and fake covers were produced.
Thus, it is quite possible that loose copies of the 1934 issue with Hodeidah cancels are favor
cancels. Indeed, some of our members have such copies and the very nice (emphasis Mr.
Catherman's ed.) cancellations add to the suspicions about their origin". He adds that only
covers registered and properly back stamped by the receiving office would be above suspicion.
He says he does not have any such; I have never seen any, myself. Do any of my readers have
a good one?

10. If you are missing any of the earlier Random Notes, please write. I have all but No.2 still
available. Send $1.00 for airmail postage for one or two, or $2.00 for three or more. No charge
for the Notes themselves.

JOHN M. WILSON
EDITOR

Retyped May 1988/W.A.King
RN
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